ROUND 4 INTERVIEW
October 30, 2022
AARON BADDELEY ( -16)
Q. Aaron, a nice comeback after an early double bogey. How would you kind of
characterize the day as a whole?
AARON BADDELEY: I feel like I played pretty well. It was difficult again today. I mean, just
that double, the wind, got the wind wrong, went too far. I actually thought I stumped it, I
thought I hit it close and it just flew like seven yards too far. But it was a tough day. I hit the
ball really nicely overall, but disappointing just to finish with a par and a bogey. Couldn't -- I
hit 3-iron 280 yards in the water, like just didn't do my math right there. Yeah, but overall
good week, first top-10 on Tour in a couple years, three years, two years. Like I said
yesterday, I feel like that's where the game's at, the game's trending. No, the game's not
trending, the game's there. It's just a matter of getting starts. Great to have another start next
week, ball-striker's golf course, so I'm looking forward to that.
Q. How much confidence does a week like this give you?
AARON BADDELEY: It's nice to get some scores on the board, because you can play well
and the scores don't get on the board. That means I finally have a top-10, I think I'm
probably going to finish sixth or something like that. A bit disappointed, especially with 20
under winning. Got to 18 there quickly on the back nine and on 12 just went like two yards
too far and made bogey there. But bounced back. If I finished with a couple of birdies, I
could have been, but it was right there. It's really, really close.
Q. How big is it to be able to not only have a start this week, but now you have a start
next week to put maybe a small stretch together where, as you said, your game's right
there, it's not trending, it's there.
AARON BADDELEY: Yeah.
Q. You can continue to kind of play maybe some good golf and hopefully things will
blow up even more?
AARON BADDELEY: Yeah, exactly. Have another good week next week. That's what I told
a friend last week, this is like a four-round qualifier for next week. I'll treat next week the
same way, another four-round qualifier for Houston. It will be nice to get a little stretch here,
a couple tournaments I'm playing well so maybe sneak in a couple exemptions there, too.
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